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l. Introduction

The problem of the magnetohydrodynamical lunar wake be-
ing due to the interaction of the solar wind with a super Alfvenic velocity (Alfvenic
Mach number Mr:4i20)with the lunar pseudo-magnetosphere has not been clari-
fied yet. Only wh-en the spacecraft Explorer-35 (IMP-E) was launched on 19 July
1967 and placed into lunar orbit on 22 July 1967 , the first precise measurements of
the nature of the interaction of the solar wind with the Moon were made [-3]. These
measurements showed that during the interaction of the solar wind with the Moon
there was no formation of a bow shock wave on the noon side of the Moon, but a
plasma wake was indicated on its night side. So the Moon has been regarded as a
nonmagnetic sphere with relatively low conductivity, which absorbs (or neutralizes)
the solar plasma occurred on it.

Thus the presence of the Moon does not disturb the interplanetary field lines
except for in the free plasma region on the night side Il,2,4l.As a result an umbra is
formed behind the Moon that could not exist, if the Moon had possessed a high con-
ductivity. The principal phenomena in the solar wake are [5, 6]:

a) A downwind plasma umbral cavity or void containing an'enhanced intensity
of the interplanetary magnetic freld (IMF) (<+30%) only slightly perturbed in direc-
tron;

b) A downwind penumbral region aft of a rarefaction wave or Mach cone, ellip-
tical in cross sectional geometry, contains a reduced plasma flux and magnetic field
(>-30%);
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c) A very limited penumbral region, upwind of the lunar Mach cone, sometimes
contains an enhanced (<+30%) magnetic flrelds and plasma fluxes.

Although the data fiom the Explorer-35 and their interpretation increase our
understanding of the interaction between the solar wind and the Moon, there are
unresolved problerns as for example:

1) What sort of source mechanism is producing the positive penumbral anoma-
lies sometimes observed in the IMF?

2) How far behind the Moon is its wake detectable and by what means?
3) Whether the lunar wake effect exists on the Earth magnetosphere and on

which of its processes and parameters?
Indeed each geomagnetic phenomenon with period equal to the lunar synodic

period of 29,53 days can be related to the magnetic field of the Moon, or to the lunar
pseudo-magnetosphere wake, as it is known that the solar wind disturbs the Moon
magnetic field strongly, regardless of its origin.

The'object of this work is to discuss some of these problems. The effect of the
lunar wake on the magnetosphere disturbances has been studied by using: a) com-
parative- analysis;.b) correlative analysis; c) spectral analysis and d) theoretical anal-
ysis of the small irregularities due to the lunar wake on the magnetoslieath and on
the magnetopause during the new Moon.

2. C,omparative analysis

used as an initiar 0"," [lin"Jlltffr'"'"gH1Xi]t",f,"1?1;T:*,S?lf,"lil'::l??:?
the solar wind, the direction and the IMF polarity). It is evident that the long iail of
the-night side of the Moon appears to be a peculiar magneto-corpuscular -eclipse,

limitedbythe irregular magnetic fields. The region of this;cfipse is much larger t-han
the optica! one and does not coincide with it at att. The effebt of the magn6to-cor-
puscular eclipse (if it exists) could be observed more often than the optical one as it
would influence the Earth when the optical umbra did not reaeh it,
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The preliminary analysis of the so selected
br all new Moons from 1970 to 1980 shower

'l'he preliminary analysis of the so selected peri-
ods for all new Moons from 1970 to 1980 showed that
in a number of cases at comparatively quiet values ofin a number of cases at comparatively quiet values

/,g-tr the solar wind on the zero day or on the +l-st, 2-nd
5@

f ; day, moderate increases of geomagnetic )d - in-
L36 l^- ^-^ ^L+^:-^l l---:-- ^-^ )^-. ---L:^L t-:- -- . - - -dex are obtained during one day, which is in no case

a magnetic storrn, but eventually can be a weak influ-
ence of a lunar wake on the magnetosphere. Several
cases of this kind are shown on Fig. I with effects on
the zero day - the day of the new Moon (on Febru-

Fig, l. Examples demonstrating the geomagnetic index increase
by new Moon at quiet values of the velooity of the solar wind.
There can be observed 102 such increases out of a total of I 14
investigated periods, i, e. in 89 per cent from the cases-t1-2-1012
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Fig. 3. The sarne as on Fig. l. A perturbation in
the polarity of the IMF by the new Moon is shown
in addition. There are 112 perturbati,ons out ofa
total of 145 investigated periods, i. e. in 77 per
cent frctm the cases

-r, 1-2-1 0 'l 2 3 r.

Fig. 2. Similar as on Fig. l The change of the
polarity of the IMF is shown besides

ary 1977 and on May 1970) and on the first day after the new Moon (on December
Dlq. However, these cases are not isolated and have comparatively high frequency.
The analysis of 114 new Moon periods (-4, +4 days) during the period 1920-1980

showed that there arc 102 such days of the I r, - index increase. These weak in-

creases of l) K, = 5 + 10 on the background of the comp4ratively quiet (even abat-

ing in time) course of the solar wind can be caused by the disturbing effect of the
magnetohydrodynamical wake of the Moon, appearing on account of the process of
flow-around the Moon from the solar wind with a superAlfvenic velocity.

The analysis of the periods (-1, *l day) when a maximal effect can be expected
of the lunar plasrna wake on the sun - Moon - magnetosphere line showed anoth-
er peculiarity. At these very moments the tendency of "reversion" of the IMF polar-
ity appears (A -+T or T-)A, A - from the Sun, T - to lhe Sun). A and T are sam-
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pled from the-ground-based data [8]. For instance, 112 "reversions" or polarity dis-
turbances of the A-+AT-+A or T+TA-T type of the investigated periods have been

of 77 pet cent is also an indication for the
netosphere, which has an influence on the

Jtli;fr'"'i:Itij;iif Hl,xlfi ffi ;iff I
2. on l,is. 3 three_periols a.re shown** 'l;,llliliiJ?j',f^t$*TJ:?:f"Trli,?new Moon period, and in the last case (on July 1974) the lunar wake caused a pel-
turbance in the polarity only.

3. Correlative analysis

thephenom",,"ou,.#[t:ff*x*",},:Ttlff 'J:H::3;ff l?"",,'"'fltx?.::$;t
obtained. As basic characteristic we have chosen the thr-ee horir planitary Ko-index

and its derivative Iq , One of the first works, indicating the correlative relationship
of the solar wind velocity ,r(km/s) to the magnetospheric activity [9] is the worh where:

I ", =fv - Qto tn)lf (t,u r.0,74).

Subsequently, a number of other relations of the K.-index to the parameters of the
interplanetary medium was established [10, I l]. P

In this work we shall try to find the relation of the solar wind velocity vto\xo
depending 9n the lunar phase in order to establish whether the magnetohydrdynam-
ical wake of the Moon-change_sthis relation by the zero day.For tfris prrriose utt di-
urnal periods (-4, *4 days) of the new Moon were analyseil during ttr-e p6rioO tlZO-
1985 and the correlation coefficientR was determined of vto IK, Some of these

results are 1,0 (new
this figure, the new
es its mini second

s from all computations are presented.
fluxes of the solar wind (Z>500 km/s)
km/s)

are represented separately (seen on Fig. 5). From 
^6Fig. 5 we come to a general conclusion that on days :'"

by the new Moon a change of the correlation reli- 0.8

0,7

0.6

0.5

o,L

tion of the solar wind velocity to the lfn C"o-ae-
netic index is observed, which is due to the perturb-
ing effect of the lunar wake on the magnetoiphere.

Fig. 5. Relationship ofR to the lunar phase..R.. is the correlation
coellicient for the high velocity fluxe1 of the'3olar wihd 12500
km/s, Ro for the normal solar wind

0,3

0,2

0,'l
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Fig. !. Scatter plot as on Fig. 4 for two cases: parallelism (g:0) and antiparallelism (9:1 99") between
the IMF and the Sun-Earth line

An interesting result concerning the influence of the IMF direction on this rela-
tion is shown on Fig. 6, where these days are selected from the so indicated 9-day
periods (Fig. 4, 5), in which e:0' and 180'. The correlation coefTicienl
R(cp:-l8-0'):0,67 practically does not differ from the normal value of R on the days
out of the new Moon oeriod (-1, + 1). But R (e:0"):0,79 exceeds to a large extent
all the cases considered up to now, whioh indicates that the interaction of ihe solar
wind with the Moon during the period by the new Moon is ma:rimized in terms of
parallelism of the.B magnetic induction of the IMF and the line Sun-Moon-Earth.

4. Spectral analysis

The statistical proof of the lunar wake effect on the magneto-
sphere perturbations demands measurements of the solarwind velocity Zbefoie and
after the Moon together. The problem is complex as all measurements,have been
done in practice after the Moon. For this reason it is more suitable to perform a spec-

tral analysis of the perturbations, i. e. of trr" f 4 series with a view eventually to
indicate a periodicity of 29,53 days (this numbervaries frorn29,25ta29,83 days due
tolhe elliptical orbit of the Moon). It should be pointed out, that the possible lunar
effect on the geomagnetic activity has been discussed in a number of works. This ef-
fect is supported by ll2-l4l,while in [5, l6] an uncertainty and the insignificance of
the sought effect are expressed.

We should determine the length -N of the series before discussing the methods
by which we can dehne the frequency characteristics of the consideied processes.
This can be done by means of confidence intervals. For this purpose we shall consid-
er the time series {x, }1, ur u casual process, and the distribution of the parameters

":;I",, s'=;f k, --y
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Fig..7. Spectral density distribution for frequences corresponding to periods of 25,2g to 32,00 days. Thedistinctly expressed 2?-day solar variation'and the more-weak linai one ar. ,r.o .

is normal and they have a probability distribution as:

t2,00

N =(v,-,,rslql
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The necessary amount of the data sample is conditioned by

and-by the condition that the distance between the mean of the sample f and themathematical expectation of the totality to be of the order of 0,5 units at confidental
probability 95 per cent. Let we have *:0,05 -V, ,r:1,96;tr:71,676; e = lp 
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"l 
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the order of 1000 observations. But as we
rrier Transformation (FFT) the amount
this is the period from 01.06.1965 to

to a period of 30,6 days. Low frequency
data obtained were filtered to eliminatei
variation). This was done by usingd dete
were let pass trough the FFT and the sp
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Fig. 8. The same as on Fig. 7 after filtering to
eliminate the deterministical component (27
days) and the influence ofthe period of 30,6
days

8-3HRsRs$
Fig, 9. Smoothed estimation of the spectral
analysis. The previous results are averaged by
three points to enhance the stability of the
spectral density

8.
N

then the smoothed estimation was obtained (Fig. 9). In the last figure the result is av-
eraged by three points. This leads to an,enhancement of the stability of the spectral
density estimation.

In frne it is necessary to determine the interval of confidence of the estimation
obtained for the spectral density. We take a confidental probability y:0,50, and for
the interval of confidence 50 per cent we receive 0,525.10-8 . f) .1,019.10a. From
the 50 per cent interval of confidence a conclusion may be drawn that there exists an
effect of the lunar wake, but it is comparatively slight.

5. Theoretical model

In the model of Spreiter, Marsh and Summers [17]the Moon
is considered as a nonconducting sphere, which fully absorbs the falling particles.
The equations of the ideal magnetichydrodynamics under the assumption of Zl|B re-
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Fig' 10' The results obtained by-spreiter, Marsh and summers [17], which have been used as initialconditions for the our theoreticil,iroOet '

duce.tothe effective gas-dynamicalequations. The problem is solved in an axis sym_metrical approach. The caviry orvoidiormed behin'd th" M";;i; t;ited by th-e-i;_gential discontinuity

1=0, Bo=0, {o+nilu}=o
where the internal magnetical pressu of the mag_netic flux and full preisure froln the
to pseudogas in [17] we get the correlatio ng from gas

S: ts(e' t r';(l)

where I^ is the modul 9f Fr pseudogas velocity, 0. - the angle between the line ofthe current and the axis ox (actuali-y the sun'- rvroo" iio"i-;. _ velocity of the
sound, (" f = (ap/ap)S' = corst, p'- the angle of Mach, p.:arcsin (r/nn.), ,. _

equating the system (l) and reduced
y using these results and the method

arities
in the
small
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For this purpose we consider the Hugonipt relation in point A and present it in
the form

(2) Q4:' =.fw,0;nt,,eq^X4)"', .

where W.\P are the parameters of the full stream after the bow shock wave. We ob-

tain foi th6parameters of the stream after the Moon in [17] the foliowing estima-
tionsi

u(u) 
= r,N6;!Y=l,oo6; P(") =o,q oQ) 

=o,g
u* U_ p* p*

which upon substitution in (2) yields

yt!= 
l,oo6 f,(x,M,,tgqA),

u*

E-= t,oo6 IQ,M,,tgqA),
u_

. (F)

L - o,9..fr\ ,M, , tgq^ )
nr6

p!') : (o,q) f,(v,M,, tgqn).

Fig. 11. Geometry of. the theoretical model in the
meridiorial plane in a phasE of, a trew Moon. The small
irregularities due to the plasma waks of the Moon are
given in the elliptical part of the magnetosheat only



We present the full stream as WF) =W| +Wr(W is the base flux, and lit- the
irregularities, as lit.<W) and receive for the velocities (V,:U, V,:V), the density
and the pressure of the small irregularities after the bow shobk waVe the expressions
as follows:

0

3 = 0,000 f,(t,M,, tggo ),U

V
-J- =0,n6 -f"(t,M,, €eo),
U

= -0,1 fo(f ,M,, €go)
'2

p

(3)

(4)

(5)

(6)

? =l9,ri" - tfr,(v, M,, teqo ).

The results obtained by solving the equatiop system in [18] under initial condi-
tions (3)-(6), i. e. at small irregularities, being due to the plasma wake of the Moon
are shown on Fig. 12.

This consideration is naturally simplified, as the irregularities in the lunar wake
are not stationary. Moreover, the conditionV.,^:0 of the magnetopause can no long-
er be considered as fulfilled in case of inhoriiiigeneities. The latter can be involved
and absorbed in the magnetosphere in a manner already discussed in [9]. Hence the
condition V^,^:A should be substituted by the conditions V^*+0 and, V^^,:0, where
the arrows irfilicate the most favourable orientations of the ni'agnetic moiir-ents of ab-
sorption and reflectioirs of these irregularities [17], which occur in ihe lunarwake
and enhanced in the magnetosheath region (3)-(6).The conductivities in the polar
ionosphere exert an influence on this effect of penetration, where the held lines are
projected from the equatorial magnetopause.

It can be supposed that in a nonstationary case the disturbations of the Alfvenic
waves type will be enhanced, as the irregularities in the velocity compon-ents lead to
more large deviations in the base stream (in the magnetosheath region) compared
with the irregularities and parameters of the pressure p and density p. Whether and
how would they distribute within the magnetosphere is a problem, which could not
be solved adequately, without specifying boundary conditions of the magnetosphere
(magnetopause). This will be an object for detailed future studies,
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flpoqecrr Ha o6ruqaHe Ha Jlynara
oT cIbHrIeBIdfl BgTTp KaTO Ii3TOqHIIK
Ha MafHuTocoepHr cMyrrleHr.rfl

Ilemtp Benuuoe, Anerccaudtp llonoe, Ilaau Macmurcoe,
Xpucmo Cnacoe, Marccu*t Koeu, IfemKo HeHoscrcu,
Hurconail Kaaumeurcoe

(Peslorrae)

3a orrpnnarre Ea eQexr or MarutrToxuApoAtrHaMtrtrHara
nyHHa cJIeAa, Abnxalqa ce Ha npoqeca na o6rx.IaHe Ha Jlynara oT cJrbHqeBnfl &fl,-
Tbp, e rr3BaprrreH aHairrr{3 Ha oxoJro 150 nepuo4a rra EoBonynut (-4, f 4 ,qeHa) npes
1970-1985 r. 3a rasu qen ca cpaBHeHtr napaMerpure Ha MexAyrrJraHerHara cpeAa
(cnopeg Kara-uora Ha KuHr) tr Ha MarnrrrocQepnara aKTrrBnocr. Ycranoneno e, ue:
a) t 89Yo or rleplroAure ca na6lro4aBanr AHII c yBeruqen reoMarxuTen K-nu4erc
(aopn nptr EaMarcBarrIE no BpeMe crofinocrn-Ha cKopocrra V Ha crbnqeBtrr Bc-
mp); 6) s 77yo or cryqaure e na6nro4a&afta cMrHa Ha noJrrpHocrra (ulu cMyrrle-
Hr.f, B norspnocrra) Ha MexAynnanerHoro lrarnurnb none (MM[I) n gxure -1 ao*l orono HoBoJryHr{e; r) ropenaqnoHHn.sr KoeoErIueHTR rraexgy V n Kr3aBHcu or
Qasara Ha JIyHara nlalrla pa3nurrnn 3HaqeEEs.npn crroKoeH cJrbHrreB ni.itp n trprl
BucoKocKopocrrrr{re noroqr{ Ha cJrbH\reBrrs Bsrbp (V>500 km/s); r) xopenaquoEutr-
.er roeQzqnenr rR 3auncn cbrrlo It or braJra MexAy MMII x lrnnnflTa Cnirnue-
Jlyna-3ervrx xaro R (0'):0,79, R (180';:6,67; g) nocrpoeH e reopernqen MoAer 3a
nrsgeficrnnero Ha Ape6noMalla6snre EeeAHopoAHocrE Ha nyHHara cneAa Bapxy
BbHrrrHaTa rvrarnuroct[epa E no-cleqEaJrEo Bbpxy Marr{trTorray3aTa.
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